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On his debut novel, The Sacred Bones, author Michael Byrnes brings us a fascinating 
mix  of   myths,  legends,  and  themes  of  today in  a  controversial  story full  of  intrigue, 
conspiracy, murder, modern technology and religion- the perfect combination for a breath 
taking story. 

The book starts with the story of the Knights of the Temple and their duties regarding the 
Church  and  its  secrets.  The  story  then  moves  forward  and  the  suspense  starts  in 
Jerusalem's present time. A relic is stolen from beneath The Temple Mount leaving behind 
death, destruction, and confusion.  Both Muslims and Jews are blaming each other for this 
incident and both start their own investigation.  The Israelites authorities bring in antiques 
expert, Graham Barton, to help with the identification of the stolen relic and its commercial 
value, whereas the Palestinians bring in political mediador, Razak bin Ahmed bin al-Tahini, 
to conduct the investigation and to reduce tension among the radical Islamic groups ready 
to take action for the desecration of their El-Aqsa Mosque.



Meanwhile, in Vatican city, American geneticist Charlotte Hennesey, Italian anthropologist 
Giovanni Bersie, and Father Patrick Donovan work together to analyze and identify the 
human remains inside an ancient Jewish burial box – an ossuary. 

This book is a roller coaster of emotions as all these characters find themselves inside a 
spider web of conspiracy, murder, potential war, cover up of evidence, and zealous actions 
to protect  an ancient secret.  Will  the truth set them free? Or will  the truth cause their 
death?

I highly recommend this book to readers looking for a fiction book tastefully written, while 
merging difficult topics with the eloquence of an experienced storyteller.  I can see this 
book finding its way to the big screen and becoming a major motion picture.

Bravo Mr. Byrnes!

Tannia E. Ortiz-Lopés author of The Window To My Soul, My Walk With Jesus
(2004 Tate Publishing ISBN 0975393359.)  The book could be purchased directly 
from the publisher at www.tatepublishing.com and at all major online stores. 
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